
ILPA's Response to the Law Society's proposal for an
Immigratíon Law AccreditaLion Scheme

, April/May 1-998

I. I{e broadly wefcome the La\,r Society's proposal, and the

opportunity to make this submission.

.) ILPA's rnembership includes, but is not confíned to,
practising solicitors. It is a condition of ILPA

membership that a practitioner be subject to professional

discipline, \,,¡hether as an individual member of a

professional. body exercising a disciplinary function or as

an empJ-oyee of an approved organization. In the case of

solícitors the rel"evant professional body is the l,avl

Society and accordingly we wel-come any realistic steps

taken by that body to improve the standard of service

expected of its members.

tr{e also welcome the positive approach of the consuÌtati,on

paper, with its emphasis on the encouragement of quality,

which is an essential- complement to the control of

unscrupulous immigration advisers. ILPA has already set

out its views on the Home Office's consultation papers on

this subject and a copy is available if required.

3.

The Law Society's consultation paper begins with some

background on which we have no com ìent, and then, at
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paragraph 7, lists reasons why it believes an immigration

accreditation scheme should be developed, on some of which

\,Je comment as f of lows:

We are pleased to see that vufnerable c.Iients are given top

priority, but regret the inference that may be drawn from

the wording of sub-paragraph i(i) that it is only, or

prírnariIy, vulnerability to unscrupulous or incompetent

advisers that is in issue. That is certainly a serious

problem whích aríses aÌ1 too often, but we need to remember

the underlying reasons and that these clients are also

vulnerable to hostile, politically motivated and often

unlawful Home Office decision niaking.

In our view the fundamentâf problem is the overafl shortage

of competent and suitably qualified advisers, particularly

in asyÌum law. It is this which drives many applicants

into the hands of the unscrupulous, the incompetent or the

merely mediocre or, al-most equally worryingly, to strugg.le

alone through the initial asylum determination process with

often dísastrous results with statements of case being

presented, in wrítten questionnaires and/or at interviews,

wíthout any legaI advice as to the Convention criteria

applicable to the case, or as to which aspects of an

applicant's fife history are refevant to an asylum claim.

We hope that a main aím of the Law Society's scheme wiII be

Lo increase the numbers of those practising asylum law

competently so that alf applicants who wish to do so

actually have the opportunity lo instruct an accredited

6.
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solicitor instead of, as at present, wasting scarce cash on

fruitl-ess phone ca]Ìs only to be tofd by reputable firm

after reputable firm that they have no capacity to take on

the case.

We endorse what is said in subparagraph 7(ii) about the

unsatis factorine s s of complaint to the OSS as a remedy

against poor service in immigration cases. This accords

with the experience of those of our members who have

advised clients with cause to make such complaint. We are

uncertain how this weakness can be improved pg¡ gg, and

support the view that the better way fondard is to seek to

ensure a more copious supply of competent sol-icitors.

We endorse what is said in subparagraph 7(iii) about the

Iow status and remuneration of legally aided immígration

work. Vúe hope that the proposed scheme will have the

desíred profile raising effect. We fear, however, that

this will not be achieved Lly PR alone but also needs

vigorous campaigning to improve remuneration ratesr however

outlandish an aspiration this may seem in the present

political climate,

Paragraph 9 of the consultation paper summarises arguments

for and aqainst establíshing an accreditation scheme for

solicitors. furongst ILPA's members there are some who find

the arguments against establishing a scheme persuasive for

l-he reasons set out in paragraph 9(1). This is, however,

the view of a minority. ILPA as an Association strongl.y

8.
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endorses the principles of the proposed scheme, and finds

that the arguments against are convincingly answered by

those set out in paragraph 9(ii). Our further comments on

the issues addressed in these subparagraphs are:

a. lhe qualificêlian qf solicitor: We have already

indicated our majority view that there is a good case

for estab.Iishing the scheme because of the particular

vulnerability of many immigration clients, and because

the qualification of sol-icitor has not up to now

always been a guarantee of competence in immigration

Iaw.

b. Excl-usivity: We understand that the proposal put out

for consultation is not that accreditation should be

a requirement for the practice of immigration law so

far as the Lar¡¡ Society is concerned, but we wouÌd

expect that those who became accredited would gain an

advantage in competing for ímmigration work. If the

scheme works well this is onJ-y to be expected. We

would not see it as a disadvantage of the scheme that

those without accreditation may be l-ess ÌikeIy to

receive referrals, or may have to demonstrate their

suitability in some other way for the benefit of a

discerning client. As proposed we understand that the

scheme will provide a route to accreditation for those

who wish to sLart practising immigration faw by

allowing then l-o acquire the necessary skill and

competence from an existíng practitioner or ín some
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other way. Our hope is that if access to

accreditation is sufficiently f lexibrl-e and properly

managed it could and shoul-d lead to an overall

increase, not a decrease, in Lhe number of competent

practitioners.

Competent practitioners wiÌ1

already be incurring costs in courses and pubJ-ications

to keep up to date. The actual fee for joining and

the time spent completing whatever tests of competence

are devised will be addítional costs, but given what

ís said efsewhere in the document about administration

of the scheme this seems likely to be fess prohibitive

than the government's proposed scheme which appears

Iikety to be our fate if the Law Socíety cannot "selln
its scheme as a viable alternative for solicitors.

Fll i oi hi l i tw anrì ¿-.lri teri a f or memtrersh io:10.

These are dealt with in paragraphs 11-18 of the discussion

paper, on which we comment as follows:

11. In paragraph lL of the consul-tatíon paper it is suggested

that a higher level of criteria may be required by an

immigration scheme than by other Law Society accreditation

schemes, but it ís unclear how the term "general

competence" in this paragraph relates to the terms "Basic

Competence" and "specialised Knowledge" in paragraph 16.

Our view is that comparison with the criteria of the other

, accreditation schemes is less líkely to be useful than a
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13.

realistic assessment of the overall general standards

actually required by practì"tioners in the various

specialised areas of immigration law as discussed further

under "Breadth of ,Experíence" in paragraph 16 below.

Eliqibilitv:
This is covered in paragraphs 12-14 of consultation paper,

in which there appears to us to be an anomaly in that none

of the 3 categories in paragraph 12 caters for the newly

qualified solicitor who has . extensíve previous relevant

experience, while paragraph 14 does not meet the case of,

for example, a vo.J-untary sector irunigration caseworker who

qualifies and moves into private practice. We suggest

that for a solicitor holding a current practising

certificate the 3 years admission criterion in paragraph

12(i) be modified to take account of appropriate experience

as an immigration practitioner prior to admission. We note

that at present this is' covered under "exceptional

circumstances" in paragraph 18, and accept that there may

be difficulty in defining what amounts to appropriate

experience, but feef that this is a pattern of career

development sufficiently common, and to be encouraged, as

to warrant incfusion in the mainstream of the scheme if
possiLrle.

We agree that those acting in a supervisory capacity within
the scheme should hofd current practising certificates. We

note that the proposa.I does not requj-re such supervisors

themselves to have .any immigration experience. Thís has
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caused some disquiet within IT,PA, but we recogníze the

reaÌity that to insist upon aJ-l supervising solicitors

Lreing immigration experts would be to bar access to the

scheme to many at¡le non-certif icated practitioners. we

consider that the proposal as it stands is a workable means

of valuing and incfuding non-certificated experience, while

providing the necessary safeguard to specificaJ-ly

professional standards and thus enabling the Law Society to

perform its own supervisory and disciplinary functions. It

seems to us to be centr,al to the potential effectiveness of

the proposed scheme that accreditation be of individuals,

not firms, in recognition of personal competence which is

tested by the various criteria of membership. So it will

not be for immigration expertise that the newly qualified

and uncertificated wiLf need to look to their supervisors,

but for guidance and support in professional standards. We

hope and anticípate that the Lard Society will deveJ-op

críteria and checks to ensure that supervisory arrangements

within firms employing newly qualified and uncertificated

members of the scheme are satisfactory.

Minimum experience:

We accept that a requiremenl, of 350 chargeab.Ie hours of

immigration law work in each of the 3 years preceding the

accreditation application is probably as good a v¡ay as any

of ensuríng an adequate threshol-d of experience.

14.
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Breadth of experience:

The following comments on paragraph 16 of the

consultation paper should Ì:,e read with our comments on

"general competence" in paragraph l-1 above.

16. â.

b.

Assuming that paragraph l-1's "general- competence"

equates to this paragraph's "basic competence", we

agree that this is the appropriate threshoÌd standard

for paragraphs 16(i)(a) (general know.Iedge of the

Iegal framework) and 16(i)(b) (knowledge of EU,/ECHR

law) , but believe that a higher standard should be

required for the specialisms in paragraph 16(ii).

We do not agree that basic competence in both business

and asylum law is necessary (para.16(i)(c)), unl-ess

"basic competence" is defined at such a low level as

to mean only knowledge of the Rufes without experience

of the practice. Too many competent asylum

practitioners wilI be excluded if experience of

business applications is insisted upon. and vice

versa, The purpose of requiring knowledge outside the

speciaÌism claimed is sureJ"y so that the practition.er

is able to identify a potential problem or recognize

a potential sol-ution to the cfient's situation and

make an appropriate referrâf for expert advice. This

can be achíevèd without insisting, for example., that

a trusiness immigration lawyer must have demonstrated

competence in actually making a refugee family reunion

application, or that the asylun J-awyer must have made
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Training and Work Experience Scheme applications.

suggest that 16(1)(c) be amended accordingly.

We do however feel strongÌy that asylum law

practitíoners must be required to demonstrate in-depth

knowledge of ordinary immigration law as it is Iikely

to affect asylum claimants, it being a common weakness

of advisers to fail to consider and advise upon the

implications of their clients' immigratíon status at

the various stages of the asylum process. This should

be built into the specifícation at para 16(ii)(b).

The proposed insistence on advocacy experience seems

particularfy unnêcessary for business immigration law

specialists, but even in those areas more likely to

lead to appeals or other litigation we do not see the

necessity ol justification for this prescription.

Some familiarity with the immigratíon appeJ-J-ate

process is undoubtedly necessary and experience of

advocacy may be an effective means to that end, but it

is not the only one. Furthermore, non-solicitor

members of the scheme would require feave to appear

before the Immigration Appellate Authority on a case

by case basis and while it may be difficult to imagine

this being refused it nev.ertheless makes it anomalous

t-o .i.ns,i.st- upon advocacy as a threshold criterion. We

recommend that 16(1)(d) be either omitted entirely or

replaced with a requirement for basic knowledge of the

immigration appellate and judicial review processes.

d.
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17. Trainins and Keepinq Knowledqe Up Lo Date:

Vle agree with the approach of this paragraph.

18. Exceptional Circumstances:

Please refer to our comments in our paragraph 12 above

concerning newly admitted solicitors with prior immigration

Iaw experience,

19 . Selection Assessment:

a. The questionnaire procedure seems potentially adequate

and practical, given the need to be reafistic about

the cost, in both time and money, of running the

scheme, but we do not consider it adequate to assess

only case management and proceduràI matters to the

I exclusion of anything substantive. In a telephone

conversation with Philip Trott of TLPA on 2l April
1998 Richard Dunstan of the Law Society accepted that

the wording of this proposal , and Íts refated question

"" the "Questions for Consultees" questíonnaire, is

misleading in that it was intended to deal with the

assessment of professional competence rather than

offíce management systems. For the avoidance of doubt

vre therefore state that we envisage that such an

assessment could be made by questionnaire, backed up

by interviews in borderf.ine cases and by references

(with the provisos indicated below), but that
questions to verify casework experience and knowledge

of substantive law and practice must be included.
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b. We do not agree that approaches shoufd be made to

government departments to provide references, and do

not accept that the Law Society should "reserve the

right" to do ,so. We believe .it would raíse invidious
questions of confidentíality and the assessment of

responses from such sources. Vùe do, however, accept

that in some cases, depending on the nature of the

applicant's practice, the appellate authority and

referral agencies may have useful comments to make

provided steps are taken to ensure appropriate

interpretation of responses and applicants given an

opportunity to dea.l with adverse is.sues raised.

20. Annrnar-:h

trte are generally happy with t-he draft scheme leaflet, which

is consistent wíth ILPA's own guidelines. We particularly

welcome the manner ín which the requirement to advise of

the non-availability of legal aid at appeal hearíngs, and

to ínform cl-ients of sources of f¡:ee representation, is
worded, and that it does not seek to impose a rigid

deadline for coming off the record in such cases,

2I. Reaccreditation :

We generally agree with the sub-paragraphs under this
heading, and welcome the provision that no one woufd be

removed from the scheme with the oþportunity of attending

an interview. As to feedback from other practitioners,

clients and referral agencies, however, we make the proviso

that it is important to ensure that reaccreditation
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appficants âre treated fairty and given an opportunity to
respond. It must also be borne in mind that it could h¡e

very difficuLt to deal effectively with a complaint that,
as a result of the proposed feedback procedure, was first
el-icited sone yeârs after the events in question.

Suitabifíty, & Investors in People:

We \r'¡elcome the comments at¡out monitoring performance

(subject to our provisos about references and feedback set

out in our paragraphs 19b and 21 above), and sanctions. I^7e

also support the decisíon to keep control direct.ly in the

Law Society's own hands rather than via, for example,

Investors in People.

Adrninistration and Cost:

Given that membership 'will be personal to individual-

members, and that thís is often a poorly remunerated area

of J-aw, we hope that everything possible wifl be done to
reduce the cost of membership be.Iow the projected Ê200 for
3 years. We wonder whether Lhere is room for a sliding
scale of fee that would distinguish, for example, beLween

the business and the asylum specialist or according to the

percentage of legal aid work done.

¿J.
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24. Concfusion & Ouestions for Consultees;

As an Association our ans$/ers to the questionnaire are as

follows, with references to relevant paragraphs in the

. above substantive response:

Que s t ion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

T2

13

I4

Answer

yes

part Iy
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

(b) - about right 74

only with the proviso stated in our para 19a

no to government departments - otherwise yes
but with the proviso stated in our para 19b

Our paragrâph reference

r-9

11 & 16(a)-(b)

13

20

20

21,

2T

yes 2I

iv - ILPA

n/a

fmmiqration Law Practítioners , Association

l
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